COSPLAY GUIDE
HERE’S EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO CREATE THE PERFECT COSPLAY. MAKE SURE TO SHARE YOUR COSPLAY PHOTOS WITH @GHOSTRECON ON TWITTER.

ENJOY AND HAVE FUN, GHOSTS!
In Ghost Recon Breakpoint, Ghosts are survivors. After their crash, they don’t have the luxury of matching uniforms or new gear. Wounded, with damaged and dirty clothes, the Ghosts fix their gear and themselves with whatever they can find.
THE GHOSTS
We are **HUNTERS**, blending so deep into the environment we become part of it.
We are **SURVIVORS**, equipping the right gear to survive for months in the harshest conditions.
We are **TRAVELERS**, going miles through mud and muck.
We are **ADVENTURERS**, doing crazy shit no one else dares.
We are **WATCHERS**, seeing everything, but never being seen, all without a trace.
We are **SCHOLARS**, studying our enemy’s culture, so we can fuck them up from the inside.
We are **JUDGES**, deciding who will live, and who must die.
We are **STRANGERS**, far away from home.
We are **GODS**, striking from nowhere, and everywhere, at the same time.

**WE ARE GHOSTS AND WE DO NOT EXIST.**
NOMAD
ANTHONY PERRYMAN

NATIONALITY AMERICAN
ROLE TEAM LEADER
AGE 45

SIGNATURE COLORS
RED
NAVY BLUE

MAIN CAMO
MULTICAM
NOMAD

HISTORY
Born in Boston, Massachusetts. Nomad was an Army brat who spent his childhood moving from base to base. He joined the US Army at the age of 18 and underwent selection for Delta Force at 24. Spent three tours with counter-terrorist Task Force 88 before being recruited into the Group for Specialized Tactics (The Ghosts). Rose through the ranks to become Team Leader during a difficult mission in Eastern Europe.

PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION
Always remains completely calm, even under the greatest pressure. Nomad is the epitome of the strong and silent soldier type: able to repress his emotions and to remain completely objective under any circumstances. Past teammates would joke about checking his pulse during freefall jumps to make sure he was still alive. He gets antsy when on Rest & Recuperation and has trouble adjusting to the “mundane day-to-day life” when not deployed. This affects his personal relationships outside of the military. Has been married and divorced twice, with a teenage son by his first wife. He struggles to maintain a relationship with his son, who blames him for having been an absentee father. Nomad is looking to retire to “make up for lost time” with his son, who is about to become a father himself.

PERSONAL HISTORY AS A GHOST
Nomad became Ghost Lead in 2017, after a mission went wrong in Ukraine and his team leader was injured. His first full mission in this leadership role was a hostage rescue operation in the Amazon Jungle at the border between Brazil, Venezuela and Colombia. This was also the first mission for the newly formed team of Ghosts composed of Nomad, Weaver (who’s been on several mission with Nomad), Holt and Midas (for whom it both was their first assignment as Ghosts). Two years after, the team was sent into Bolivia as an undercover force to stop the Santa Blanca Cartel from turning Bolivia into a narco-state. After completion of that bittersweet “successful” mission in 2019 and several other operations he’s looking to retire and has accepted one last recon mission on a remote Pacific island.

RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHERS
On his first mission as Ghost Lead, Nomad had a hard time finding the right balance between being a mission-driven leader, and being a member of the team. Now on his last mission, he has no problem putting the personal aspects to one side in order to execute the mission his team is tasked with. Nomad is something of an introvert and not really the talkative type.
NOMAD

CAP LABEL
Spartan Helmet

T-SHIRT
Standard T-shirt
Color: Red and torn

CHARACTER DETAILS

MEMENTO MORI
Midas’ Bolivian scarf

GEAR PATCH
American flag
Color: Green and used
NOMAD GEAR PATCH
Skull BASEBALL CAP LOGO
Spartan Helmet

CHARM
Spartan Helmet and shield on a red cord

ROPE
PARACORD

GEAR PATCH COLORS
LIGHT GREY
BLACK

CHARACTER DETAILS
NOMAD

CHARACTER DETAILS

TATTOO
Spartan KingSlayer

TATTOO
Nomad’s Skull
**Assault Rifle**

516
- Color: Black
- Stock: ATACS-AU Camo Paint
- Scope: EXPS 3 + Magnifier
- Mag: P-MAG
- Top Rail: APTIAL Laser
- Vertical Grip: Rail Vertical Grip
- Silencer: Chimera 300

**Knife**

KABAR
- Color: Classic Leather Brown
- Handle

**Shotgun**

M4 Super 90
- Color: Black
- Stock: A-TACS AU Camo Paint
- Top Rail: APTIAL Laser
- Silencer: Chimera 300

**Handgun**

P320
- Body Color: Black
- Slide Color: Flat Dark Earth

**Weapon Smith**
FURY

GHOST RECON BREAKPOINT
COSPLAY GUIDE
KIM HERNANDEZ

NATIONALITY: AMERICAN
ROLE: STEALTH SPECIALIST
AGE: 36

SIGNATURE COLORS:
- BLACK
- GREY

MAIN CAMO:
- A-TACS GHOST
**FURY**

**HISTORY**
Born in San Diego, California. Fury has always been labeled a tomboy. She started boxing and studying jujitsu in her youth and competed at a national level at 16. She studied psychology before joining the Navy at age 22, where she was among the first women to become a US Navy SEAL. Later, she was accepted into DEVGRU with which she served multiple tours. After several complicated and dangerous missions, she was selected to join the Group for Specialized Tactics (The Ghosts) at age 30.

**PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION**
Fury is known to have some issues with authority and structure. As a woman in the military she often had to prove her worth and deal with the very “male-centric” culture of the units she belonged to. She has responded to these pressures by asserting herself over her male counterparts and making sure there is no room to question her competency in hand-to-hand combat. She has often been involved in fights with her fellow unit members, in which she always end up “winning the argument”.

**PERSONAL HISTORY AS A GHOST**
She has been assigned primarily to missions where her strong capacity for adaptation in any environment and exemplary hand-to-hand combat skills have been deemed essential.

**RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHERS**
With her strong temperament, she tends to be quite direct with other Ghosts. She curbs this tendency only when talking to Nomad, to whom she feels a great amount of respect. Fury feels like she is always in competition with other team members and wants to prove to them that she is as good as they are, if not better.
FURY COSPLAY GUIDE

CHARACTER SMITH

KNIFE SHEATH
- CFB Tanto Sheath
  - Color: Black

KNIFE SHEATH
- Strongarm Fixed Blade
  - Black FE with sheath
  - Color: Black

CHEST RIG
- Direct Action Gear Tempest
  - Color: Urban Grey

MAG POUCH
- High Speed Gear MOLLE Pouch x3
  - Colors: 2 Black + 1 Woodland

LOAD BEARING-HARNESS
- Standard design
  - Color: Dark Green

KNIFE + SHEATH
- Ultralight TBE & Sheath
  - Color: Black

KNEE PADS
- BLACKHAWK Advanced Tactical Knee Pads V.2
  - Color: Black

HANDGUN MAG POUCH
- High Speed Gear Duty Double Pistol TACO Pouch
  - Color: Olive drab

POUCH
- Tactical Tailor Zipper Utility Pouch
  - Color: Olive drab

GLOVES
- BLACKHAWK SOLAG Stealth Glove
  - Color: Black

PANTS
- Field Pants
  - Color: A-TACS Ghost

SHEATH
- Thermoplastic Sheath held by zip-tie
  - Color: Black

BOOTS
- Under Armour Infil Ops
  - Color: Black

BACKPACK
- Crye Precision VS 1000 Pack
  - Color: Grey

HOLSTER
- BLACKHAWK Nylon Omega VI Elite
  - Color: Black

PANTS CAMO
- A-TACS GHOST

KNIFE SHEATH
- Large Tanto Sheath
  - Color: Black

KNIFE SHEATH
- Large Tanto Sheath
  - Color: Black

HANDGUN MAG POUCH
- High Speed Gear Duty Double Pistol TACO Pouch
  - Color: Olive drab

POUCH
- Tactical Tailor Zipper Utility Pouch
  - Color: Olive drab

GLOVES
- BLACKHAWK SOLAG Stealth Glove
  - Color: Black

PANTS
- Field Pants
  - Color: A-TACS Ghost

SHEATH
- Thermoplastic Sheath held by zip-tie
  - Color: Black

BOOTS
- Under Armour Infil Ops
  - Color: Black

BANDAGES

LOAD BEARING-HARNESS
- Standard design
  - Color: Dark Green

KNIFE SHEATH
- Large Tanto Sheath
  - Color: Black

HANDGUN MAG POUCH
- High Speed Gear Duty Double Pistol TACO Pouch
  - Color: Olive drab

POUCH
- Tactical Tailor Zipper Utility Pouch
  - Color: Olive drab

GLOVES
- BLACKHAWK SOLAG Stealth Glove
  - Color: Black

PANTS
- Field Pants
  - Color: A-TACS Ghost

SHEATH
- Thermoplastic Sheath held by zip-tie
  - Color: Black

BOOTS
- Under Armour Infil Ops
  - Color: Black

BANDAGES
FURRY COSPLAY GUIDE

CHARACTER DETAILS

- Shaved haircut
- Earpiece: Fictional design
- Cut
- Gear decal: Skull
- Rope: Colored red and used

GHOST RECON BREAKPOINT COSPLAY GUIDE
**FURY**

**CHARACTER GUIDE**

**CHARACTER DETAILS**

**GEAR PATCH**
- Skull

**COLORS**
- BLACK
- WHITE

**SHEMAGH**
- Desert Tan

**ZIP TIE**
- Light sticks
- Braided hair

**POUCH**
- Tactical Tailor Zipper Utility Pouch
  - Color: Olive drab

**BACKPACK**
- Crye Precision VS 1000 Pack
  - Color: Grey

**POUCH**
- Tactical Tailor Zipper Utility Pouch
  - Color: Olive drab

**GEAR PATCH COLORS**
- BLACK
- WHITE
FULL ARM TATTOO
Panthera
**FURY**

- **Knife**
  - Strongarm Fixed Blade Black FE
- **Knife**
  - CFB Tanto Serrated Black
- **Knife**
  - Large Tanto Serrated
- **Knife**
  - Besh Wedge
- **Handgun**
  - P320
  - Color: Black

**ASSAULT RIFLE**

- 553
  - STOCK: Olive drab
  - SCOPE: Comp M4
  - FRONT GRIP: Angled Fore Grip
  - LASER: MAWL-DA
  - SILENCER: OMEGA-300

**HANDGUN**

- FURY
  - COLOR: Black

**WEAPON SMITH**

- Custom model for Fury
Knife detail

Karambit
Custom model for Fury

Submachine Gun

Vector .45 ACP

Scope: Micro T1
Mag: Extended Magazine
Silencer: HPS 46SK Cal. 45 ACP

Handgun

P320 (M17 model)

Scope: Micro T1
Mag: Extended Magazine
Silencer: HPS 46SK Cal. 45 ACP

COLOR
Black

WEAPON SMITH
**NATIONALITY** American

**ROLE** Sniper

**AGE** 29

**SIGNATURE COLORS**
- LIGHT GREEN
- DARK GREEN

**MAIN CAMOS**
- A-TACS IX
- MULTICAM
HISTORY
Born in Brooklyn, NYC to a second-generation Chinese-immigrant family, David grew up in a multi-lingual household, where he was raised primarily by his grandmother. He spent his tumultuous teenage years in the New York public school system. Underneath his quiet demeanor was a quick wit and sharp tongue that got him in trouble with the wrong people too often. At 18 he joined the US Army, mostly to prove to others that he was a 'real American'. His immediate aptitude for precision and long-range combat earned the attention of one of the top marksmen in the 75th Ranger Regiment. He then joined the Rangers at 20 where he further developed his exceptional skillset for marksmanship and ended up top of his sniper school class. He underwent selection to become a member of the Group for Specialized Tactics (The Ghosts) at age 26.

PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION
Vasily tends to be a bit shy and is not very talkative. He is the most emotional member of the team and often finds himself in disagreements with team members. Due to his younger age, he has seen less action than other team members and feels he has a lot to prove.

PERSONAL HISTORY AS A GHOST
He was among the youngest to become an operator with the Ghosts.

RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHERS
Vasily tends to be rather quiet. Due to his relative youth and lack of combat experience compared to the other Ghosts, he strives to prove himself to his team. He has few close friends in the military, but when his trust is earned, it lasts a lifetime.
Vasily

**Character Details**

- **Stamp**: Skull
- **Shaved Haircut**
- **Cut**
- **Earpiece**: Fictional design

**Headgear and Glasses**
- **Gloves**: Oakley SI Lightweight
  - Color: Dark Grey
Vasily

Character Details

Hidden by the Sleeve

Tattoo
Vasily's Skull

Lead the Way
BENJAMIN JONES

NATIONALITY: AMERICAN
ROLE: COMBAT ENGINEER
AGE: 34

SIGNATURE COLORS:
- ORANGE
- DESERT TAN

MAIN CAMO:
- CHOCOLATE CHIP
HISTORY
Born in Chicago, Illinois. Fixit spent most of his childhood helping his father in the family auto repair shop. His obsession with technology and exceptional aptitude with mechanical devices won him a scholarship from MIT where he studied both Electrical and Mechanical Engineering. Fixit joined the US Army upon completion of his studies, because he wanted to have access to the latest technology available. Selected early in his military career for Delta Force, he served multiple tours as a communications and sensitive data recovery specialist. Recruited into the Ghosts at the age 29, he quickly became known as “the drone guy”.

PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION
Hyperactive, Fixit is always doing something, whether deployed or off-duty. He often prefers spending time fixing equipment and working on drone customization to spending time with others. Ghosts often joke about him marrying an android one day. Fixit is also a perfectionist and has a hard time seeing other people do something incorrectly — he’s unable to stop himself from correcting them, which can be annoying to some.

PERSONAL HISTORY AS A GHOST
Most of his previous operations were recon and Intel gathering missions. He is known among other Ghosts as “the drone guy” since he spends a lot of time working on prototypes or fixing and improving the drones used by the unit.

RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHERS
Fixit is both a professional top tier operator in combat and a joker at heart. He often uses his humor to keep a tense situation under control. Being in charge of the technological and medical needs of the team, he is often taking care team members or their devices and is frequently teased for acting like their “mom” in the field. He sometimes gets on other’s nerves when he tries to tell them how to do things “the right way”, but always manages to address rising tensions with a well-thought-out joke.
Rocket Launcher
RAT-4

Handgun
P320
COLOR
Desert Tan

Light Machine Gun
Stoner ‘Compact’
COLOR
Black

SCOPE
ACOG TA31H

VERTICAL GRIP
Standard model

WEAPON SMITH
FANCY YOURSELF A BAD GUY?
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED TOO!
We are HUNTED, blending so deep into the environment we become part of it.

We are SURVIVORS, equipping the right gear to survive for months in the harshest conditions.

We are TRAVELERS, going miles through mud and muck.

We are ADVENTURERS, doing crazy shit no one else dares.

We are WATCHED, seeing everything, but never being seen, all without a trace.

We are SCHOLARS, studying our enemy’s culture, so we can fuck them up from the inside.

We are JUDGED, deciding who will live, and who must die.

We are STRANGERS, far away from home.

We are GODS, striking from nowhere, and everywhere, at the same time.

YOU ARE GHOSTS, SENT BEHIND ENEMY LINES
WALKER

GHOST RECON BREAKPOINT
COSPLAY GUIDE
WALKER

COLE D. WALKER

NATIONALITY: AMERICAN
ROLE: WOLVES’ LEADER
AGE: 46

SIGNATURE COLORS
BLACK
DARK GREEN
ALL OF WALKER’S GEAR IS FICTIONAL BUT INSPIRED BY REAL TACTICAL GEAR.
WALKER

COSPLAY GUIDE

WOLVES INSIGNIA COLORS

- GREEN
- BLACK

4 DOG TAGS/MEMENTO MORI
His own Dog Tags (2) and 2 from soldiers who died under his command.

Material: Metal

CHARACTER DETAILS
WALKER

CHARACTER DETAILS

TATTOO
Walker's Skull
Designated Marksman Rifle
Massoud 308 - ‘Sharp Thunder’

Color: Blackened and Bare Metal

Handgun
Customized Fictional Revolver

Color: Polished Metal

Bush Knife
Fictional Design

Handle: Black
Blade: Metal

WALKER
COSPLAY GUIDE

WEAPON SMITH
**Wolves**

**Shared Gear**
- **Headset**: 3M Peltor Comtac ACH
  - Color: Green
- **Heavy Chest Rig**: MOLLE Fabric & Layered Synthetic Fiber
  - Color: Black and Green
- **Tactical Gloves**: Military Grade Nylon & Plastic Polymer
  - Color: Green
- **Drop-Leg Platform**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Black and Green
- **Knee Pads**: Thermoplastic Polymer
  - Color: Dark Grey
- **Military Gauntlets**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **Pants**: NYLON & Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **Boots**: Leather & nylon
  - Color: Black

**Model A**
- **Helmet**: Metal
  - Color: Black
- **Mask**: Thermoplastic Polymer
  - Color: Matte Grey
- **BalACLAVA**: Layered Synthetic Fiber & Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Black
- **40 MM Grenade Belt**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **40 MM Grenade Pouch**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **MAG Pouch**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Black
- **Neck Protection**: Layered Synthetic Fiber
  - Color: Black
- **Heavy Chest Rig**: MOLLE Fabric & Layered Synthetic Fiber
  - Color: Black and Green
- **Knee Pads**: Thermoplastic Polymer
  - Color: Dark Grey
- **Military Gauntlets**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **Pants**: NYLON & Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **Boots**: Leather & nylon
  - Color: Black

**Model B**
- **Helmet**: Metal
  - Color: Black
- **Mask**: Thermoplastic Polymer
  - Color: Matte Grey
- **BalACLAVA**: Layered Synthetic Fiber & Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Black
- **40 MM Grenade Belt**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **40 MM Grenade Pouch**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **MAG Pouch**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Black
- **Neck Protection**: Layered Synthetic Fiber
  - Color: Black
- **Heavy Chest Rig**: MOLLE Fabric & Layered Synthetic Fiber
  - Color: Black and Green
- **Knee Pads**: Thermoplastic Polymer
  - Color: Dark Grey
- **Military Gauntlets**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **Pants**: NYLON & Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **Boots**: Leather & nylon
  - Color: Black

**Model C**
- **Helmet**: Metal
  - Color: Black
- **Mask**: Thermoplastic Polymer
  - Color: Matte Grey
- **BalACLAVA**: Layered Synthetic Fiber & Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Black
- **40 MM Grenade Belt**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **40 MM Grenade Pouch**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **MAG Pouch**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Black
- **Neck Protection**: Layered Synthetic Fiber
  - Color: Black
- **Heavy Chest Rig**: MOLLE Fabric & Layered Synthetic Fiber
  - Color: Black and Green
- **Knee Pads**: Thermoplastic Polymer
  - Color: Dark Grey
- **Military Gauntlets**: Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **Pants**: NYLON & Military Grade Nylon
  - Color: Green
- **Boots**: Leather & nylon
  - Color: Black
WOLVES

MODEL A

HELMET DETAILS
WOLVES
MODEL C

HELMET DETAILS